Cellular plasticity among axolotl neural crest-derived pigment cell lineages.
Many of the factors and mechanisms guiding the migration/differentiation of neural crest cells that give rise to a number of distinguishable cell types, including all dermal and epidermal pigment cells, remain unknown. The axolotl possesses three pigment cell types that differentiate according to specific developmentally programmed sequences and contribute to pigment pattern in the adult. A single lineage of the crest that becomes restricted to one of three pigment cell types gives us the opportunity to examine the existence of a neural crest stem cell population and the potential for trans-differentiation events. Interpretations of experiments involving drug-treated and mutant axolotls implicate cellular plasticity leading to observed phenotypes. We present results from recent in vitro studies designed to identify parameters influencing differentiation events of individual neural crest-derived pigment cell lineages. We demonstrate that the differentiation of xanthophores is enhanced, while that of the melanophores are inhibited in guanosine-supplemented neural crest cell cultures. Data suggest that the increase in one pigment cell population is at the expense of another, indicative of cellular plasticity. Videomicroscopy used in this study agrees with an abundance of correlative evidence supporting the hypothesis of transdifferentiation events among neural crest-derived pigment cell populations. The embryonic neural crest-derived pigment cell system is an ideal model to study differentiation of multipotential stem cells that play critical roles in patterning.